Introduction

This document contains 23 practice sets of forms using the vai verb aanzikonaye, ‘change clothes.’ This verb is pronounced aanziKOnaye. Each practice set consists of 10 sentences, which you should try to translate. You can readily check yourself by clicking on the Answer Set corresponding to the Question Set you are on.
Question Set 1

1. You guys are changing clothes.
2. We (not you) are changing clothes.
3. Aanzikonaye na Wiiniyam?
4. Aanzikonayedaa!
5. Gaawiin ina Wiiniyam ogozisan aanzikonayesiiwan?
6. Aanzikonayeg!
7. Gidaanzikonaye.
8. Gaawiin ina gidaanzikonayesiiim?
10. William’s son(s) is/are changing clothes.
Answer Set 1

1. Gidaanzikonayem.
2. Indaanzikonayemin.
3. Is William changing clothes?
4. Let’s change clothes!
5. Isn’t/Aren’t William’s son(s) changing clothes?
6. Change clothes! (said to more than one person)
7. You (sg) are changing clothes.
8. Aren’t you guys changing clothes?
9. My sons are changing clothes.
10. Wiiniyam ogozisan aanzikonayewan.
Question Set 2

1. William is changing clothes.
2. I am changing clothes.
3. You (sg) are not changing clothes.
4. Gaawiin ina Wiiniyam aanzikonayesii(n)?
5. Gaawiin gidaanzikonayesiimin.
7. We (not you) are not changing clothes.
8. My sons are changing clothes.
9. William is not changing clothes.
10. Aren’t you changing clothes?
Answer Set 2

1. Aanzikonaye Wiiniyam.
2. Indaanzikonaye
3. Gaawiin gidaanzikonayesii(n).
4. Isn’t William changing clothes?
5. We (including you) are not changing clothes.
6. You guys are changing clothes.
7. Gaawiin indaanzikonayesiimmin.
8. Aanzikonayewag ingozisag.
10. Gaawiin ina gidaanzikonayesii(n)?
Question Set 3

1. Isn’t William changing clothes?
2. Don’t change clothes! (said to one person)
3. Aren’t you guys changing clothes?
4. Don’t change clothes! (said to more than one person)
5. Let’s not change clothes!
6. Change clothes! (said to one person)
7. Gaawiin gidaanzikonayesii(n).
8. Are you (sg) changing clothes?
10. Gego aanzikonayekegon!
Answer Set 3

1. Gaawiin ina Wiiniyam aanzikonayesii(n)?
2. Gego aanzikonayeken!
3. Gaawiin ina gidaanzikonayesiim?
4. Gego aanzikonayekegon!
5. Gego aanzikonayesiidaa!
6. Aanzikonayen!
7. You (sg) are not changing clothes.
8. Gidaanzikonaye na?
9. We (including you) are changing clothes.
10. Don’t change clothes! (said to more than one person)
Question Set 4

1. We (including you) are changing clothes.
2. My sons are not changing clothes.
3. Gidaanzikonaye na?
5. Indaanzikonayemin.
6. Gaawiin ina aanzikonayesiiwag ingozisag?
7. Gaawiin ingozisag aanzikonayesiiwag.
8. Aren’t my sons changing clothes?
9. Gego aanzikonayeken!
Answer Set 4

1. Gidaanzikonayemin.
2. Gaawiin ingozisag aanzikonayesiiwag.
3. Are you (sg) changing clothes?
4. William is changing clothes.
5. We (not you) are changing clothes.
6. Aren’t my sons changing clothes?
7. My sons are not changing clothes.
8. Gaawiin ina aanzikonayesiiwag ingozisag?
9. Don’t change clothes! (said to one person)
10. William is not changing clothes.
Question Set 5

1. Gego aanzikonayesiidaa!
2. Gaawiiin ina gidaanzikonayesi(n)?
3. Isn’t/Aren’t William’s son(s) changing clothes?
4. Is William changing clothes?
5. Gaawiiin gidaanzikonayesiim.
7. Gaawiiin indaanzikonayesi(n).
8. Indaanzikonaye
9. Change clothes! (said to more than one person)
10. We (including you) are not changing clothes.
1. Let’s not change clothes!
2. Aren’t you changing clothes?
3. Gaawiin ina Wiiniyam ogozisan aanzikonayesiwan?
4. Aanzikonaye na Wiiniyam?
5. You guys are not changing clothes.
6. We (not you) are not changing clothes.
7. I am not changing clothes.
8. I am changing clothes.
9. Aanzikonayeg!
10. Gaawiin gidaanzikonayesiimin.
Question Set 6

1. Wiiniyam ina ogozisan aanzikonayewan?
2. I am not changing clothes.
3. Wiiniyam ogozisan aanzikonayewan.
4. You (sg) are changing clothes.
5. Is/Are William’s son(s) changing clothes?
6. Let’s change clothes!
7. Aanzikonayen!
8. You guys are not changing clothes.
9. I am changing clothes.
10. Indaanzikonayemin.
Answer Set 6

1. Is/Are William’s son(s) changing clothes?
2. Gaawiin indaanzikonayesii(n).
3. William’s son(s) is/are changing clothes.
5. Wiiniyam ina ogozisan aanzikonayewan?
6. Aanzikonayedaa!
7. Change clothes! (said to one person)
8. Gaawiin gidaanzikonayesiim.
9. Indaanzikonaye
10. We (not you) are changing clothes.
1. Is/Are William’s son(s) changing clothes?
2. Aren’t you changing clothes?
3. You (sg) are not changing clothes.
4. Aren’t you guys changing clothes?
5. Are you (sg) changing clothes?
6. Gaawiin gidaanzikonayesii(n).
7. Wiiniyam ogozisan aanzikonayewan.
8. My sons are not changing clothes.
9. Gaawiin ina gidaanzikonayesii(n)?
10. Aren’t my sons changing clothes?
Answer Set 7

1. Wiiniyam ina ogozisan aanzikonayewan?
2. Gaawiin ina gidaanzikonayesii(n)?
3. Gaawiin gidaanzikonayesii(n).
4. Gaawiin ina gidaanzikonayesiim?
5. Gidaanzikonaye na?
6. You (sg) are not changing clothes.
7. William’s son(s) is/are changing clothes.
8. Gaawi ingozisag aanzikonayesiwag.
9. Aren’t you changing clothes?
10. Gaawiin ina aanzikonayesiwag ingozisag?
Question Set 8

1. Wiiniyam ina ogozisan aanzikonayewan?
2. Aanzikonaye na Wiiniyam?
3. Gego aanzikonayesiidaa!
5. Gaawiin ina Wiiniyam aanzikonayesii(n)?
6. Let’s not change clothes!
7. Don’t change clothes! (said to more than one person)
8. Gidaaanzikonaye.
9. Gidaaanzikonaye na?
10. Aanzikonayewag ingozisag.
Answer Set 8

1. Is/Are William’s son(s) changing clothes?
2. Is William changing clothes?
3. Let’s not change clothes!
4. My sons are not changing clothes.
5. Isn’t William changing clothes?
6. Gego aanzikonayesiidaa!
7. Gego aanzikonayekegon!
8. You (sg) are changing clothes.
9. Are you (sg) changing clothes?
10. My sons are changing clothes.
Question Set 9

1. Aanzikonaye Wiiniyam.
2. You guys are changing clothes.
3. Let’s change clothes!
4. We (including you) are not changing clothes.
5. We (not you) are not changing clothes.
6. William’s son(s) is/are changing clothes.
7. Gaawiin gidaanzikonayesiimin.
8. You (sg) are changing clothes.
9. William is not changing clothes.
10. You guys are not changing clothes.
Answer Set 9

1. William is changing clothes.
2. Gidaanzikonayem.
3. Aanzikonayedaa!
5. Gaawiiin indaanzikonayesiiim.
6. Wiiniyam ogozisan aanzikonayewan.
7. We (including you) are not changing clothes.
8. Gidaanzikonaye.
10. Gaawiiin gidaanzikonayesiiim.
Question Set 10

1. William is changing clothes.
2. Gego aanzikonayeken!
4. I am not changing clothes.
5. Is William changing clothes?
6. Aanzikonayeg!
7. Gaawin ina Wiiniyam ogozisan aanzikonayesiwan?
8. Gaawin indaanzikonayesiimin.
9. Gego aanzikonayekegon!
10. My sons are changing clothes.
Answer Set 10

1. Aanzikonaye Wiiniyam.
2. Don’t change clothes! (said to one person)
3. We (including you) are changing clothes.
4. Gaawiin indaanzikonayesii(n).
5. Aanzikonaye na Wiiniyam?
6. Change clothes! (said to more than one person)
7. Isn’t/Aren’t William’s son(s) changing clothes?
8. We (not you) are not changing clothes.
9. Don’t change clothes! (said to more than one person)
10. Aanzikonayewag ingozisag.
Question Set 11

1. Gaawiiin ina aanzikonayesiiwag ingozisag?
2. Change clothes! (said to one person)
4. Gaawiiin gidaanzikonayesiim.
5. Gaawiiin indaanzikonayesii(n).
6. Gaawiiin ina gidaanzikonayesiim?
8. Indaanzikonaye
9. We (not you) are changing clothes.
10. Change clothes! (said to more than one person)
Answer Set 11

1. Aren’t my sons changing clothes?
2. Aanzikonayen!
3. You guys are changing clothes.
4. You guys are not changing clothes.
5. I am not changing clothes.
6. Aren’t you guys changing clothes?
7. William is not changing clothes.
8. I am changing clothes.
10. Aanzikonayeg!
Question Set 12

1. We (including you) are changing clothes.
2. Isn’t/Aren’t William’s son(s) changing clothes?
3. Aanzikonayedaa!
4. Don’t change clothes! (said to one person)
5. Aanzikonayen!
6. Isn’t William changing clothes?
7. Aren’t you changing clothes?
8. Don’t change clothes! (said to one person)
9. Aren’t my sons changing clothes?
10. Aanzikonayewag ingozisag.
Answer Set 12

1. Gidaanzikonayemin.
2. Gaawiin ina Wiiniyam ogozisan aanzikonayesiiwan?
3. Let’s change clothes!
4. Gego aanzikonayeken!
5. Change clothes! (said to one person)
6. Gaawiin ina Wiiniyam aanzikonayesii(n)?
7. Gaawiin ina gidaanzikonayesii(n)?
8. Gego aanzikonayeken!
9. Gaawiin ina aanzikonayesiiwag ingozisag?
10. My sons are changing clothes.
**Question Set 13**

1. We (not you) are not changing clothes.
2. Gaawiin ina aanzikonayesiwiw ingozisag?
3. Gaawiin ina gidaanzikonayesiim?
4. Is/Are William’s son(s) changing clothes?
5. Gidaanzikonye na?
6. Are you (sg) changing clothes?
7. Gaawiin gidaanzikonayesiim.
8. Gaawiin ina Wiiniyam aanzikonayesi(n)?
9. My sons are changing clothes.
10. Gaawiin ina gidaanzikonayesi(n)?
1. Gaawin indaanzikonayesiimin.
2. Aren’t my sons changing clothes?
3. Aren’t you guys changing clothes?
4. Wiiniyam ina ogozisan aanzikonayewan?
5. Are you (sg) changing clothes?
6. Gidaanzikonaye na?
7. You guys are not changing clothes.
8. Isn’t William changing clothes?
10. Aren’t you changing clothes?
Question Set 14

1. You (sg) are not changing clothes.
2. Aanzikonaye na Wiiniyam?
4. Gego aanzikonayeken!
5. Indaanzikonayemin.
6. Gego aanzikonyesiidaa!
7. Change clothes! (said to more than one person)
8. We (including you) are changing clothes.
10. Gaawii in daa anzikonayesii(n).
**Answer Set 14**

1. Gaawiin gidaanzikonayesii(n).
2. Is William changing clothes?
3. You (sg) are changing clothes.
4. Don’t change clothes! (said to one person)
5. We (not you) are changing clothes.
6. Let’s not change clothes!
7. Aanzikonayeg!
8. Gidaanzikonayemin.
9. My sons are not changing clothes.
10. I am not changing clothes.
Question Set 15

1. William’s son(s) is/are changing clothes.
2. Gaawiin gidaanzikonayesiimin.
3. Don’t change clothes! (said to more than one person)
4. You (sg) are changing clothes.
5. Gaawiin gidaanzikonayesii(n).
7. Aanzikonaye Wiiniyam.
8. Gego aanzikonayekegon!
10. Gidaanzikonayemin.
Answer Set 15

1. Wiiniyam ogozisan aanzikonayewan.
2. We (including you) are not changing clothes.
3. Gego aanzikonayekegon!
5. You (sg) are not changing clothes.
6. We (not you) are not changing clothes.
7. William is changing clothes.
8. Don’t change clothes! (said to more than one person)
9. William is not changing clothes.
10. We (including you) are changing clothes.
Question Set 16

1. I am not changing clothes.
2. Let’s not change clothes!
3. Isn’t/Aren’t William’s son(s) changing clothes?
4. Aanzikonayedaa!
5. You guys are changing clothes.
6. Change clothes! (said to one person)
7. Gaawiin ina Wiiniyam ogozisan aanzikonayesiiwan?
8. We (including you) are not changing clothes.
9. I am changing clothes.
10. Isn’t William changing clothes?
Answer Set 16

1. Gaawiiin indaanzikonayesii(n).
2. Gego aanzikonayesiidaa!
3. Gaawiiin ina Wiiniyam ogozisan aanzikonayesiiwan?
4. Let’s change clothes!
5. Gidaanzikonayem.
6. Aanzikonayen!
7. Isn’t/Aren’t William’s son(s) changing clothes?
8. Gaawiiin gidaanzikonayesiimin.
9. Indaanzikonaye
10. Gaawiiin ina Wiiniyam aanzikonayesii(n)?
Question Set 17

1. Aren’t you guys changing clothes?
2. Indaanzikonaye
3. Wiiniyam ina ogozisan aanzikonayewan?
5. Is William changing clothes?
6. Let’s change clothes!
7. You guys are not changing clothes.
8. We (not you) are changing clothes.
10. Aanzikonayen!
1. Gaawiin ina gidaanzikonayesiim?
2. I am changing clothes.
3. Is/Are William’s son(s) changing clothes?
4. You guys are changing clothes.
5. Aanzikonaye na Wiiniyam?
6. Aanzikonayedaa!
7. Gaawiin gidaanzikonayesiim.
8. Indaanzikonayemin.
9. William’s son(s) is/are changing clothes.
10. Change clothes! (said to one person)
Question Set 18

1. My sons are not changing clothes.
2. Aanzikonayeg!
3. William is changing clothes.
4. William is not changing clothes.
5. Aanzikonayeg!
7. Indaanzikonayemin.
8. Gaawiin ina aanzikonayesiiwag ingozisag?
9. We (including you) are not changing clothes.
10. Let’s change clothes!
Answer Set 18

1. Gaawiin ingozisag aanzikonayesiiwag.
2. Change clothes! (said to more than one person)
3. Aanzikonaye Wiiniyam.
5. Change clothes! (said to more than one person)
6. We (including you) are not changing clothes.
7. We (not you) are changing clothes.
8. Aren’t my sons changing clothes?
10. Aanzikonayedaa!
Question Set 19

1. Aanzikonayewag ingozisag.
2. We (not you) are changing clothes.
3. Is William changing clothes?
4. Aren’t my sons changing clothes?
5. Isn’t William changing clothes?
6. Aanzikonaye na Wiiniyam?
7. Gidaanzikonaye.
8. Aanzikonayedaa!
9. We (including you) are changing clothes.
10. Aanzikonaye Wiiniyam.
Answer Set 19

1. My sons are changing clothes.
2. Indaanzikonayemin.
3. Aanzikonaye na Wiiniyam?
4. Gaawiin ina aanzikonayesiiwag ingozisag?
5. Gaawiin ina Wiiniyam aanzikonayesii(n)?
6. Is William changing clothes?
7. You (sg) are changing clothes.
8. Let’s change clothes!
10. William is changing clothes.
Question Set 20

1. We (not you) are not changing clothes.
2. Aanzikonayen!
3. I am changing clothes.
4. Gego aanzikonayeken!
5. Gaawiin ina gidaanzikonayesiim?
6. William’s son(s) is/are changing clothes.
7. Isn’t/Aren’t William’s son(s) changing clothes?
8. Indaanzikonaye
9. Wiiniyam ina ogozisan aanzikonayewan?
10. Gego aanzikonayesiidaa!
Answer Set 20

1. Gaawiin indaanzikonayesiimin.
2. Change clothes! (said to one person)
3. Indaanzikonaye
4. Don’t change clothes! (said to one person)
5. Aren’t you guys changing clothes?
6. Wiiniyam ogozisan aanzikonayewan.
7. Gaawiin ina Wiiniyam ogozisan aanzikonayesiiwan?
8. I am changing clothes.
9. Is/Are William’s son(s) changing clothes?
10. Let’s not change clothes!
Question Set 21

1. Don’t change clothes! (said to one person)
2. Gaawiin gidaanzikonayesiim.
3. Gaawiin ina gidaanzikonayesii(n)?
4. Aren’t you changing clothes?
5. Gidaanzikonayemin.
7. Aren’t you guys changing clothes?
8. Gidaanzikonayem.
9. William is not changing clothes.
10. Gaawiin indaanzikonayesiimin.
Answer Set 21

1. Gego aanzikonayeken!
2. You guys are not changing clothes.
3. Aren’t you changing clothes?
4. Gaawiin ina gidaanzikonayesii(n)?
5. We (including you) are changing clothes.
6. William is not changing clothes.
7. Gaawiin ina gidaanzikonayesiim?
8. You guys are changing clothes.
10. We (not you) are not changing clothes.
Question Set 22

1. Gego aanzikonayekegon!
2. My sons are not changing clothes.
3. Gaawiiin ina Wiiniyam ogozisan aanzikonayesiiwan?
4. Wiiniyam ogozisan aanzikonayewan.
5. Don’t change clothes! (said to more than one person)
6. You (sg) are not changing clothes.
7. Gaawiiin gidaanzikonayesii(n).
8. William is changing clothes.
9. Gidaanzikonaye na?
10. My sons are changing clothes.
Answer Set 22

1. Don’t change clothes! (said to more than one person)
2. Gaawiin ingozisag aanzikonayesiiwag.
3. Isn’t/Aren’t William’s son(s) changing clothes?
4. William’s son(s) is/are changing clothes.
5. Gego aanzikonayekegon!
6. Gaawiin gidaanzikonayesii(n).
7. You (sg) are not changing clothes.
9. Are you (sg) changing clothes?
10. Aanzikonayewag ingozisag.
Question Set 23

1. You (sg) are changing clothes.
2. You guys are not changing clothes.
3. You guys are changing clothes.
4. I am not changing clothes.
5. Change clothes! (said to more than one person)
6. Change clothes! (said to one person)
7. Gaawiin indaanzikonayesii(n).
8. Gaawiin ina Wiiniyam aanzikonayesii(n)?
10. Are you (sg) changing clothes?
1. Gidaanzikonaye.
2. Gaawiin gidaanzikonayesiim.
4. Gaawiin indaanzikonayesii(n).
5. Aanzikonayeg!
6. Aanzikonayen!
7. I am not changing clothes.
8. Isn’t William changing clothes?
9. My sons are not changing clothes.
10. Gidaanzikonaye na?